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fix the jumping. fix the jumping. I got this game dirt cheap in a bundle. With the current price of 13 euros is certainly too much
and I cannot recommend it as such, but if you can get it under 3 euros then it's worth checking out. Game is pretty simple and
has a certain Portal feel to it, but it feels unfinished. Movement is not fluid, feels odd and you can bump into ramps and slightest
ridges with ease. I found default mouse sensitivity ridiculously high, but luckily that can be changed. Levels can often times be
exploited and the whole game is quite short. Biggest problem is lack of levels and their complexity. There are 12 main levels in
total and each takes about 5 minutes to complete. While that on it's own is not a lot you will find yourself running from point A
to point B most of the time, because some levels are quite large. Other than that, they are also very simple. There are also 8
"bonus levels". I find it odd, that there are almost as many bonus levels as there are main levels and that they also introduce
additional mechanic that the main levels do not have. Then we have 15 co-op levels. These use some mechanics from bonus
levels and introduce a greater challenge than other levels. The problem with these is that they aren't really co-op levels for most
of the time. Most of them you can solve on your own without exploiting them, and if you have a controller, you can solve the
rest on your own easily.. I got this game dirt cheap in a bundle. With the current price of 13 euros is certainly too much and I
cannot recommend it as such, but if you can get it under 3 euros then it's worth checking out. Game is pretty simple and has a
certain Portal feel to it, but it feels unfinished. Movement is not fluid, feels odd and you can bump into ramps and slightest
ridges with ease. I found default mouse sensitivity ridiculously high, but luckily that can be changed. Levels can often times be
exploited and the whole game is quite short. Biggest problem is lack of levels and their complexity. There are 12 main levels in
total and each takes about 5 minutes to complete. While that on it's own is not a lot you will find yourself running from point A
to point B most of the time, because some levels are quite large. Other than that, they are also very simple. There are also 8
"bonus levels". I find it odd, that there are almost as many bonus levels as there are main levels and that they also introduce
additional mechanic that the main levels do not have. Then we have 15 co-op levels. These use some mechanics from bonus
levels and introduce a greater challenge than other levels. The problem with these is that they aren't really co-op levels for most
of the time. Most of them you can solve on your own without exploiting them, and if you have a controller, you can solve the
rest on your own easily.
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